Cel szkolenia:

M_o_R® is a member of the Project and Programme Management suite of AXELOS. It stands for "Management of Risk" and considers risk from different perspectives within an organization: strategic, program, project and operational. The M_o_R® Foundation course provides delegates with an introductive overview of the processes, principles and techniques used in the M_o_R® approach. All subjects are covered in sufficient detail to allow delegates to practice the application of the guidance not only during the course, but also into their own organization. The successful completion of the M_o_R® Foundation exam will give the delegate a recognized Foundation qualification. The Foundation level measures whether a delegate would be able to act as an informed member of a team or an organization using the M_o_R® method in a broad range of initiatives and
disciplines, such as IT and Business continuity management, project / program risk management, operational service management, Security and Availability Management.

Following the completion of the course participants will be able to:

- Learn, understand and use the most important concepts and terminology within the M_o_R® Guide.
- Specifically candidates should for any organizational perspective:
  - Know the facts, terms, concepts and relationships between the four elements of the M_o_R framework.
  - Understand how the M_o_R principles, approach and processes are used.
  - Be able to identify the M_o_R framework documents and understand their uses and differences.
- Pass the Foundation Exam
- Lay a firm Foundation knowledge to allow delegates to move onto Practitioner Level.

The course comprises a mixture of input sessions, group exercises and examination based practical work. All delegates are encouraged to actively participate during the practical sessions to gain the full benefit during the training. During the course, delegates will undertake a number of mock examinations and gain feedback on the progress towards eventual success. To prepare effectively for the M_o_R® Foundation exam, delegates should be prepared to undertake revision and exam preparation work in the evening.

Plan szkolenia:

- Principles
  - Aligns with objectives
  - Fits the context
  - Engages stakeholders
  - Provides clear guidance
  - Informs decision-making
  - Facilitates continual improvement
  - Creates a supportive culture
  - Achieves measurable value
- Approach and Documents
- Processes
  - Assess - Estimate
  - Assess - Evaluate
  - Plan
- Embedding & Review - main concepts and context
○ Perspectives - main concepts and uses
○ Common Techniques - main concepts and uses
○ Risk Specialisms - main concepts and uses

Wymagania:

There are no prerequisites for this course.

Poziom trudności

Certyfikaty:

About Exam format: Multiple-choice. Number of Questions: 75 (5 trial questions). Pass Score: 35/75 (50%). Exam Delivery: Online or paper based. Exam Duration: 60 minutes. Open/Closed Book: Closed Book

Prowadzący:

Autoryzowany trener M_o_R®.

Informacje dodatkowe:

M_o_R® is a trade mark of AXELOS Limited, used under permission of AXELOS Limited. All rights reserved.